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Abstract-- This paper proposes a distribution generation (DG)
siting and sizing model in active distribution network (ADN). The
objective is to minimize the total cost, including investment,
operation and maintenance cost. The proposed model is
transferred to Mixed Integer Second-Order Cone Programming
(MISOCP) model based on distribution network forward
backward-sweep power flow equation and constraint relaxation.
The CVX platform and GUROBI solver are used for the solving.
The scenario analysis is used for the uncertainties of load and
distributed generation (DG). Different amount of operation
scenarios is considered in order to analyze the effect of non-
network solution to the final planning result and total investment.
The planning results with and without consideration of active
managements, the planning results with and without taking
environment profits into consideration, are compared and
analyzed. The proposed methodology is verified with modified
IEEE 33-bus example.

Index Terms--active distribution network, distribution
network siting and sizing, distributed generation, second-order
cone programming.

NOMENCLATURE

A. Sets and Indices
ψj Set of the alternative DG installation

site.
ψD Set of the alternative DG type.
ψn Set of the load.
ψb Set of the branch.
Φj Set of the original DG installation site.
y Index of time interval in each day.
t Index of the year.
i, j, m, n Index of the bus.

B. Variables and Functions
Cinv Total investment cost of DG installation.
Com Operation and maintenance cost of the

system.
DG
kZ Installation numbers of unit capacity

DG on bus k.
,maxDG

kZ Maximum permitted number of unit
capacity DG on bus k.
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,
DG
k ratedP Rated capacity of unit DG on bus k for

installation.
,
DG
g ratedP Rated capacity of unit DG on bus g

originally existed.
DG
kC Investment cost of unit capacity kh type

DG.
loss
tP Total power loss at time t.

 DG
kf  DG cost function of kth type DG.
P
tC The electricity price at time t.
DSM
tC The electricity price to compensate to

the users participating in DSM at time t.
env
kC The environment benefit of unit

capacity DG generation in substitution
of traditional coal-fired generation.

,
DG
k mC The yearly maintenance cost of unit

capacity of kth type DG.
nV , min

nV , max
nV Separately bus voltage, lower and upper

limits of bus voltage on bus n.
ijI , max

ijI Separately current flow and upper limit
of current flow on branch (i, j).

,
L
n ratedP Rated active power of load on bus n.
L
jP , L

jQ Actual active and reactive load power
on bus j.

,max
L
jP The maximum active load on bus j

based on load profile.
DSM
jP , DSM

jQ Load active and reactive power
participating in DSM on bus j.

C
jQ Reactive power injected from capacitor

on bus j.
ijr , ijx Resistance and reactance of the branch

(i, j).
ijP , ijQ Active and reactive power on the front

end of branch (i, j).
DG
jP , DG

jQ Actual active and reactive power from
DG on jth bus.

,minDG
jP , ,maxDG

jP Lower and upper limit of DG active
power on bus j, based on the DG rated
power.

,max
DG
jP The maximum active power output of
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DG on bus j based on the wind speed.
DG
j , L

j Separately power factor angle of load
and DG on bus j.

Vl, Vss The voltage before and after on-load
tape changer (OLTC) adjustment.

kt, kmin, kmax Separately current tap position, the
lower and upper permitted tap positions
of OLTC.

(i, j) Branch from bus i to bus j.
Dsc Total number of days in scenario sc.
r Annual interest rate of investment.
y The present value factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE distributed generation (DG) becomes much more
important under the background of global energy crisis
and serious environment problems. DG is flexible and

usually environment-friendly, and can decrease the
distribution network active power loss, improve the voltage
profile and system reliability. Every coin has two sides, DG
also brings a lot of problems, such as voltage rising at public
connecting point, short current increasing, three-phase
imbalance and voltage fluctuation [1], [2]. These problems
will also restrict the DG integration. The visible side of coin
depend closely on the siting and sizing of DGs in the
distribution system. The improper siting and sizing will not
only cause idle assets, but also bring negative effects to the
system operation. With the continuously increasing of DG
penetration, DG integration plays an important role in
alleviating the shortage of power supply and ameliorating
energy structure. At the same time, DG integration brings new
challenges to power system optimization problems. Therefore,
it is significant to use scientific research method for DG siting
and sizing.

There are many research achievements in siting and sizing
of DGs. Reference [3] presents an analytical approach to
minimize the real and reactive power losses with DG proper
siting and sizing; the method bases on the sensitivity analysis
method. Reference [4] proposes a multi-objective model for
DG siting and sizing, considering the interests of DG owners
and distribution company; the model is solved with Particle
Swarm Optimization algorithm. Reference [5] takes into
account the profits of both DG investors and utility, proposes a
differential evolution algorithm to confirm the best sites, sizes,
and optimal payment incentives of DGs. Reference [6]
compares three Mixed-Integer Programming approaches for
DG locating and sizing; a linear DC power flow
approximation, a nonlinear DC power flow approximation
with quadratic terms, and an AC power flow approach are
considered. Reference [7] considers the uncertainties of load
growth, wind generation, photovoltaics output, fuel cost and
electricity price, uses probabilistic power flow-embedded
generic algorithm to solve the optimization problem.
Reference [8] proposes chance constrained programming
mathematical formulation for DG locating and sizing. The
Monte Carlo Simulation embedded genetic algorithm is
selected to solve the problem. Reference [9] introduces the
ordinal optimization approach for DG siting and sizing to
achieve a trade-off between DG capacity maximization and
loss minimization.

Most of the above-mentioned DG siting and sizing methods
are well suited to allocate in traditional distribution network

(TDN). However, TDN planning uses the utmost capacity
margin to cope with the most serious operation condition
aiming at the forecasted peak load. Thus, TDN planning can
find the optimal solution for all the operation problems
encountered in the planning period. Therefore, the planning
methodology of TDN is relatively simple, the assets cannot be
fully excavated, the network lacks of the flexible controllable
characteristic. The booming Active Distribution Network
(ADN) is a system with controllable mechanism and
diversified energies [10]. With active management of the
controllable equipment, ADN can improve the DG penetration,
enhance the asset utilization, and postpone the network
upgrading. In the planning stage, ADN focuses on the detailed
system operation, instead of the most serious operation
condition. There are some research progresses about DG siting
and sizing in ADN.

Reference [11] proposed the bi-level model of distributed
wind generation (DWG) siting and sizing based on the real-
time control and active management of DGs. The upper level
model maximizes the expectation of net benefit of DWG; the
lower level model minimizes the expectation of DWG
curtailment. Reference [12] uses convex formulation of ac
optimal power flow to define the Mixed-Integer Second-Order
Cone Programming (MISOCP) problem; then the method and
formulation to site and size the Energy Storage System (ESS)
optimally in distribution system is proposed. Reference [13]
proposes a battery operation strategy for better utilization of
ESS and mitigation operation risk from price uncertainty. The
siting and sizing of ESS is obtained through cost-benefit
analysis method, the fuzzy Particle Swarm Optimization
algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem. From
above, the global optimal method SOCP has not been used in
siting and sizing research in ADN, and some of the important
key points like scenario amount for the uncertainties and
environment benefits for the better objective function in the
above researches are not identified.

The main contributions of this paper include: 1) proposing
the Mixed-Integer Second-Order Cone Programming
(MISOCP) model of DG siting and sizing in ADN, SOCP can
find the global optimal solution properly; 2) different amount
of operation scenarios are considered to analyze the effect of
active management to the final planning result and total
investment; 3) comparing the planning results with and
without considering active management, with and without
considering the environment benefits to show the effectiveness
and cost reduction of the proposed method.

This paper is organized as follows, after the introduction
section, the SOCP and ADN planning is presented; and then
the mathematics model of the problem is proposed, including
the method to transfer the original model to a SOCP model.
The proposed model and solving method are verified on a
modified IEEE 33-bus distribution system in section V.
Conclusions are drawn in the last section.

II. ADN PLANNING

The difference between active distribution system planning
and traditional distribution system planning can be explained
with Fig.1, where the yearly load profile is assumed with only
a step changing. For traditional distribution system planning,
normally there is a margin between the peak load and
maximum substation capacity; the margin ensures the load
successfully transferring when fault happens. There is a
macroscopical index capacity-load ratio in China for this
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margin. The capacity-load ratio has some relations with the
load growth rate. As for median voltage (MV) network,
capacity-load ratio is set around two. But peak load is only an
operation point, the majorities much lower that the peak load.
So the annual utilization time of the facilities is lower.

The ADN has many diversified energies and controllable
mechanisms, like the demand response, DG, ESS, OLTC, etc.
In addition, ADN has advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
and information communication technology (ICT). All the
above enables the planners to take into consideration the
active management in the network planning stage, so as to
enhance the asset utilization, and decrease the total planning
cost. In Fig. 1 b), as the maximum substation capacity
decreases, the peak loads are supported by DGs/ESS
installation and active management of the network. Then the
substation capacity decreasing, the newly installed DGs/ESS
and active management should have a synthetically
optimization to decrease the total cost with all the system
constraints fulfilled. When the practical profile is considered,
large number of decision variables and constraints,
superposing on uncertainties, lead to much complex operation
states, which affect feasible solution space. In this paper, the
cluster method is used to simplify the problem, which will be
explained in the next section.

Fig.1. Distribution system planning explanation.(a) Traditional distribution
network planning. (b) Active distribution network planning.

III. SECOND-ORDER CONE PROGRAMMING

SOCP problems are nonlinear convex ones, which can be
solved by efficient primal-dual interior point method (PDIPM).
Many engineering problems can be formulated as SOCP such
as filter design, truss design, and so on [12]. The researches
considering SOCP within the power system domain include
the optimal allocation of Dispersed ESS [12], optimal power
flow [14], distribution network reconfiguration [15], [16], etc.

The proposed formulation in this paper is a MISOCP
problem. We can solve it using the Mixed-Integer
Programming solving method. Firstly, solve the SOCP without
considering the integer constraints using PDIPM, then solve
the MISOCP integrating the integer constraints with Branch
and Bound method or Branch and Cut method.

IV. DG SITING AND SIZING MODEL IN ADN
There are lots of uncertainties in the distribution network.

In ADN, the planners need to follow the uncertainties closely
in order to take measures for the controllable facilities. In this
paper, the uncertainties of WTG (Wind Turbine Generation),
PVG (Photovoltaic Generation) and load are considered. The
risks caused by the uncertainties will be managed and
controlled with DG active power adjustment, OLTC control
and demand side management (DSM). Uncertainties are
normally obtained with probabilistic model, interval model,
and historical data. In this paper, the uncertainties are revealed
with historical data. The scenario analysis method in [17] is
adopted for the uncertainties. The detailed procedures are as
follows:

1) Hour level historical data of DGs and load over a year is
selected to generate a matrix Am×n, where m represents the
number of days over a year and n represents the number of
WTG, PVG and load data per day. With the historical data
calculated by the hour in (1), m equals 365, n equals 72.

1,1 1,24 1,25 1,48 1,49 1,72

2,1 2,24 2,25 2,48 2,49 2,72

365,1 365,24 365,25 365,48 365,49 365,72

1
2

365

WTG PVG LOADday
a a a a a a
a a a a a a

a a a a a a

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  
  
  
  
  

\* MERGEFORMAT (1)
2) K-means cluster method is used to categorize the

historical data for the problem simplification. The Matlab
cluster function IDX=kmeans(A, K) is used, where K is the
number of the clusters. The final centroid of each cluster K is
selected to represent all the samples in it.

A. Problem Definition
The proposed objective function of DG siting and sizing

includes: 1) the initial investment cost and 2) the system
operation and maintenance cost.
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The operation and maintenance part of the objective aims at

minimizing a total cost associated to the different system
operation scenarios sc. The Com consists of 1) total power
losses cost; 2) DG operation cost; 3) cost paid to the customers
for the DSM participation; 4) environmental benefit of DG
power generation in substitution of the traditional coal-fired
power plant; 5) DG maintenance cost. All the operation and
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maintenance cost is brought to the investment year for the
cost-benefit analysis.

B. Constraints
The constraints of the proposed model includes equipment

investment constraints, network security constraints and active
management constraints:
1) Equipment Investment Constraints

,max0 DG DG
k jkZ Z k  

\* MERGEFORMAT (4)

, , ,
D j D j n

DG DG DG L
k k rated g rated n rated

j k j g n

Z P P P
    

      
\* MERGEFORMAT (5)

The constraint defines the maximum capacity of DGs
which can be installed on bus k.

The constraint defines the DG penetration constraint; the
permitted maximum DG penetration rate is β.
2) Network Security Constraints
The SOCP formulation proposed in [18], [19] has been

adapted to define the network security constraints. Only the
square of voltages and current flows appear in the both
objective function and constraints. Therefore, the new
variables are introduced in order to transfer the mathematics
model to MISCOP model. i is to represent the square of iV ,

2
i iV  ; ij is to represent the square of ijI ,

 2 2 2
ij ij ij iP Q V  .

The following constraints account, respectively, for the
balance of active and reactive power flows on each line with
distribution network forward backward-sweep power flow
equation [20]:
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\* MERGEFORMAT (8)
The following constraint has been added to the problem to

ensure that the nodal voltages are in the feasible region with
the introduced variable.

   2 2min max
n n n nV V n  

\* MERGEFORMAT (9)
Equation (10) defines the line flow constraints with the

introduced variable:

 2max0 ij ijI 

\* MERGEFORMAT (10)

 2 2
ij ij ij iP Q  

\* MERGEFORMAT (11)

Equation is the constraint brought by the introduced
variables, which dcan be relaxed to the following SOCP
formulation:
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\* MERGEFORMAT (12)
where 2 is the 2-norm, the relaxation equation (12) is

proved to be equivalent with , as the optimization solution will
fall into the boundary of (12) [18], [19].

Equation (13) defines the upper and lower limits of active
power that can be produced by DGs.

,min ,maxDG DG DG
j j j DP P P j  

\* MERGEFORMAT (13)
The following constraints define the relationship between

active and reactive power of DGs and Loads, respectively.

 tanDG DG DG
j j j DQ P j  

\* MERGEFORMAT (14)

 tanL L L
j j jQ P   \* MERGEFORMAT (15)

The total power losses in can be defined as

  b

loss
ij ij

i, j
P r



   \* MERGEFORMAT (16)

3) Active Management Constraints
Active management schemes applied in this paper include

DG active power adjustment, DSM and OLTC control.
The DG active power adjustment is to adjust the active

power of DGs with the technical method, e.g. adjusting the
blade angle of WTG. The following constraint defines the
upper limits that the DG power can be curtailed.

,
,max

DG cur DG
j j DP P j 

\* MERGEFORMAT (17)
As for WTG, ,max

DG
jP is associated with the wind speed. The

wind power curtailment ,DG cur
jP on bus j equals ,max

DG
jP  DG

jP .

DSM is to actively manage the load demand with the
electricity price incentive or the aforehand contract. The
following constraint defines the upper limits that the
customers can participate in the DSM.

,max
DSM L
j j nP P j 

\* MERGEFORMAT (18)

,max
L
jP is associated with the load profile. The load active

power that can participate in the DSM DSM
jP on bus j equals

,max
L
jP  L

jP .

OLTC control is to adjust the OLTC tap position for the
voltage adjustment. The following constraints define the
OLTC adjustment limits.

 1h H tV V k   \* MERGEFORMAT (19)
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min maxtk k k  \* MERGEFORMAT (20)
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VH is the primary voltage of substation; Vh is the bus
voltage after tap adjusting. kt is the OLTC tap position at time t.
 is the voltage adjustment of each tap distance.

Constraint is the upper and lower limits the OLTC tap
positon can be adjusted.

Constraint is the OLTC operation constraint; the tap
adjusting times per day is limited to λ for the operation
security in accordance with the substation operation code. k0
for every scenario is assumed to be 0.

In order to convert the constraint to Second-Order Cone
formulation, the binary variable bt is introduced. bt takes the
value 1 if the tap changes at time t and 0 otherwise. Then the
constraint can be derived as below.

   max min -1 max min 1 ~ 24t t t tk k b k k k k b t        

\* MERGEFORMAT (22)
24

1
t

t
b 



 \* MERGEFORMAT (23)

bt =0 leads kt = kt-1, which means the tap is not adjusting at
time t. bt =1 constrains the tap position adjusting range at the
adjacent time. The sum of bt during 24 hours artfully reveals
the total numbers of the tap position changing times. With
and the tap adjusting frequency per day is constrained within
the permitted value λ.

The procedure of DG siting and sizing is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.2. The solving procedure.

V. APPLICATION EXAMPLE AND RESULT

The modified application example from [20] is selected for
the verification, the initial structure of the example is shown in
Fig. 3. This test system is a single substation radial
distribution network, the original load parameter can be found
in [20]. In this paper, we assume there is 20% increases of the
load to show the system support from the DG installation. The
load profile is from the historical data of East China Grid.
Table I shows the parameters used in the application example,
including the DG type, DG unit capacity, maximum DSM
participation of every load bus, DG penetration rate, etc.;

Table II shows the DG installation cost, operation cost and
maintenance cost.

Fig.3. Modified network structure of IEEE 33-bus system.

The DGs include WTG, PVG and Micro Turbine Generator
(MTG). The wind speed and illumination intensity refer to the
practical data from wind farm and photovoltaic plant. The
generated power from WTG and PVG can refer to [8].

The example is verified with CVX [21] on MATLAB
platform, the GUROBI 6.5 [22] solver is selected for the
solving. The tests are conducted on a 2.5GHz PC with 4200M
CPU.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE APPLICATION EXAMPLE

DG type WTG, PVG and MTG

DG unit capacity(kW) 50

DG maximum installation
number on buses 10

DG penetration rate(%) 35

Electricity price(RMB/kWh) 0.337 (6:00~22:00);
0.677 (other time)

DSM incentive cost(RMB/
MWh) 1.2×104

Maximum DSM participation of
every load bus(%) 30

environmental benefit of
DG(RMB /MWh) 0.004×104

OLTC
50 MVA, 110± 8×1.25% kV,
YNd11 three phase 2-winding

transformer
Bus voltage limit(p.u.) 0.95 ~ 1.05

Branch capacity limit(MVA) 10

Scenario quantity 8

Voltage reference(kV) 12.66

Discount rate(%) 10

Planning period(years) 5

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF DG COST

DG
Alternative
installation

site

Investment
cost

(104 RMB
/100 kW)

Operation
Cost

(RMB/
kWh)

Maintenance
Cost

(104RMB
/100 kW.y)

WTG 5, 17, 32 30 0 1

PVG 21, 24 50 0 0.5

MTG 11, 18 20 0.5 2

1)With and Without Considering Active Management
Table III is the DG installation result with and without

considering active management schemes. With active
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management, the total WTG is 400 kW, MTG is 500 kW;
without active management, the total WTG is 1250 kW, MTG
is 250 kW. Additional 600 kW DG is installed when the active
management is not considered. As the high maintenance cost
and the existing operation cost, the MTG installation capacity
has been lowered down when the active management is not
considered (the active management of MTG is disabled). As
the environment profits and lower maintenance cost in
substitution of the traditional coal-fired power plant, WTG
installation capacity increases largely. The DG installation
positions are mainly on the two heavy loaded feeder 5~17 and
5~32.

TABLE III
DG INSTALLATION RESULT

DG With AM Without AM

WTG 5(0), 17(3), 32(5) 5(10), 17(5), 32(10)

PVG 21(0), 24(0) 21(0), 24(0)

MTG 11(10), 18(0) 11(5), 18(0)
Note: The left number is the DG installation bus; the right number in the
brackets is the quantity of DG the unit capacity.

Fig. 4 is the operation curve of 500 kW MTG installed on
bus 11. We can see in the peak load time, MTGs are fully
participated in the operation to support the system peak load;
in the valley time, MTGs are not dispatched. As the total
planning period is 5 years, we need to have a systematically
dispatch scheme for the MTG to lower down the operation
cost, then the total planning scheme.

Table IV is the costs of the planning result. We can
conclude that the total cost without active management
increases 58.11% comparing with the result considering active
management. Within all the cost items, the main parts which is
higher without active management are investment cost,
operation and maintenance cost. The investment cost without
active management increases 93.18% comparing with the one
considering active management. The large capacity of WTG
installation without active management leads to lower power
loss and higher environment profit.

0 5 10 15 20 25
0

0.05

0.1

Time/hour

Po
w

er
/p

.u
.

 

 

0 5 10 15 20 25
0

0.3

0.6

MTG (node 11)
Total load profile

Fig.4. The active management of MTG on bus 11.

TABLE IV
THE DG INVESTMENT AND OPERATION COST OF ADN (104RMB)

Scenario Total
cost

Invest.
cost

O&M
cost

Ploss
cost

DSM
cost

Env.
profit

With
AM 1000.3 440 301.9 281.5 1.6 24.7

Without
AM 1581.6 850 602.6 206.2 0 77.2

¬

2)With and Without Considering Environment Profit
Table V is the DG installation result with and without

considering environment profit. The WTG installation

capacity is 100 kW without considering environment profit,
which is 300 kW smaller than the one considering
environment profit. MTG installation capacity is 600 kW
without considering environment profit, which is 100 kW
larger than the one considering environment profit. From
above we can see, with the present situation of high
intermittent DG investment cost, the environment profit needs
to be synthetically integrated to reveal the environment-
friendly characteristic of intermittent DG and increase the
intermittent DG penetration.

TABLE V
DG INSTALLATION RESULT

DG With Env. profit Without Env. profit

WTG 5(0), 17(3), 32(5) 5(0), 17(0), 32(2)

PVG 21(0), 24(0) 21(0), 24(0)

MTG 11(10), 18(0) 11(10), 18(2)

Table VI is the costs of the planning result with and
without considering environment profit. As less MTGs are
installed, the investment cost without considering environment
profit is 140 × 104 RMB lower than considering the
environment profit. The operation and maintenance cost
increases with more MTG installation when the environment
profit is not considered. The total cost considering
environment profit is a little lower.

TABLE VI
THE DG INVESTMENT AND OPERATION COST OF ADN (104RMB)

Scenario Total
cost

Invest.
cost

O&M
cost

Ploss
cost

DSM
cost

Env.
profit

With Env.
profit 1000.3 440 301.9 281.5 1.6 24.7

Without
Env. profit 1028.6 300 413.8 309.0 5.8 0

3) Different Number of Scenarios
The difference between active distribution system planning

and traditional distribution system planning is that, traditional
distribution network planning uses the utmost capacity margin
to cope with the most serious operation condition aiming at
the forecasted peak load, whereas the active distribution
network planning needs the precise management of the
network. The final planning result of active distribution
network includes the traditional network solution and non-
network solution, which is the detailed network operation
schemes. In order to analyze the effect of the detailed network
operation schemes to the planning result, the different
operation scenarios are considered.

Table VII and VIII are the DG installation results and costs
for scenario quantity 4, 8 and 16. Comparing with scenario
quantity 8, the DG installation capacity of scenario quantity 16
decreases from 900 kW to 800 kW. The DG installation
capacity of scenario quantity 4 is the same as the scenario
quantity 8; the operation and maintenance cost increases
comparing with scenario quantity 8.

The active management can decrease the total planning cost.
With the scenario quantity decreasing, the operation scheme
becomes simple and operable; on the contrary, the operation
scheme becomes complex and inoperable. The scenarios
should be fully designed and compromised during the
practical distribution network planning.

TABLE VII
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DG INSTALLATION RESULT

DG scenario=4 scenario=8 scenario=16

WTG 5(0), 17(3), 32(5) 5(0), 17(3), 32(5) 5(0), 17(2), 32(4)

PVG 21(0), 24(0) 21(0), 24(0) 21(0), 24(0)

MTG 11(10), 18(0) 11(10), 18(0) 11(10), 18(0)

TABLE VIII
THE DG INVESTMENT AND OPERATION COST OF ADN (104RMB)

Scenario
quantity

Total
cost

Invest.
cost

O&M
cost

Ploss
cost

DSM
cost

Env.
profit

4 1036.1 440 320.5 300.1 1.6 26.1

8 1000.3 440 301.9 281.5 1.6 24.7

16 955.8 380 288.0 306.8 1.4 20.4

4) Effectiveness of SOCP
Below gives out the gap of  2 2 2

ij ij ij iP Q V  for 32

branches with 24 hours. The gap is very small with the 10-6

level. The branches in the beginning of the network have
bigger gaps because of the current accumulation. The result
shows that the relaxation of (12) in this paper is precise.

Fig. 5. The gap distribution of the relaxation.

In this paper, the iteration of the interior point method costs
0.05s in average, the Branch and Bound method costs 4.49s in
average with total 16839 iterations. The total time consuming
is 4.54s in average. Fig. 5 is the convergence process using
Branch and Bound for MISOCP. We can see that the solving
strategy with SOCP is effective.

Fig. 6. The convergence process using Branch and Bound for MISOCP.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes the MISOCP model of DG siting and
sizing in ADN, the planning result are compared with and
without considering active management, with and without
considering the environment benefits. The different amount of
operation scenarios is considered to analyze the effect of

active management to the final planning result and total
investment. From the application example verification, we can
see the MISOCP model of DG siting and sizing can be easily
solved with the current mature solver. Proper DG siting and
sizing can support the system expansion. With multiple active
management schemes, the planning cost can be largely
decreased. The conclusion are as follows:

When considering the integration of intermittent DG, the
environment profit needs to be synthetically integrated to
reveal the environment-friendly characteristic of intermittent
DG and increase the intermittent DG penetration.

The scenario quantity can affect the result of the ADN
planning. With the scenario quantity increasing, the total cost
of the planning decreases. With the scenario quantity
decreasing, the operation scheme becomes simple and
operable; on the contrary, the operation scheme becomes
complex and inoperable. The scenarios should be fully
designed and compromised during the practical distribution
system planning.

In this paper, the cost of active management scheme has
not been taken into consideration. In the practical operation,
the active management of the network will cause some
expense like the operation cost and asset depreciation cost.
This will be quantified and considered in the future research of
the author.
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